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QUESTION 1

Tresa\\'s users sometimes forward SalesOrder documents to coworkers if they have a question about the order. When
the recipient of the forwarded document opens the mail message, they see an error message before the document
opens. Tresa has determined that a hot-spot button on the SalesOrder form references code from the SalesOrder form.
How can Tresa allow her users to forward documents without this button being forwarded? 

A. Open the SalesOrder form and click on the hot-spot button. Add a hide formula of "@IsDocBeingForwarded". 

B. Open the SalesOrder form. From the Advanced tab of the Form properties, select "Send as RT Item" from the "On
Send" options. 

C. Open the SalesOrder form. From the Security tab of the Form properties, select "Disable printing/forwarding/copying
to clipboard". 

D. Open the SalesOrder form and click on the hot-spot button. Select "Copied to the clipboard" from the Hide tab of the
Button properties. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Cheryle would like to have access to her mail file while she is traveling and disconnected from the network. Once she
arrives at her destination, she wants to connect to the network and synchronize her mail file updates with the server
version of her mail file. How can she accomplish this? 

A. Create a local copy of her mail file. 

B. Create a local replica of her mail file. 

C. Create a local mirror copy of her mail file. 

D. Create a local synchronized copy of her mail file. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Erica is writing a formula to determine the number of elements in a list. She wants to ensure that a nonzero positive
value is returned, even if the value her @Function is evaluating turns out to be a null string. Which one of the following
can she do to accomplish this? 

A. Use a default formula of 1 

B. Use @Elements and add 1 to the total 

C. Use the @Count function instead of @Elements 
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D. Use @Elements([PosInteger]) to ensure that the desired format is returned 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Ian has written a LotusScript agent to record some statistics when a browser user submits a document. What
LotusScript NotesSession property allows Ian to get a copy of the submitted Lotus Domino document before it is
saved? 

A. Document 

B. DominoDocument 

C. DocumentContext 

D. CurrentDocument 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Donna created a full-text index for the PerformanceReview database, and she was careful to select the "Index
encrypted fields" option. But the HR managers, who all have the secret key that they use to encrypt the data, have
reported that their search results are not yielding the expected results. What is one possible reason for this? 

A. The full-text index was created with an id that did not include an encryption key capable of decrypting fields before
indexing. 

B. The "Index encrypted fields" setting applies only to documents added after the full-text index is created or to
documents edited and saved after the index is created. 

C. The "Index encrypted fields" setting enables the indexing. The next step before creating the index is to designate the
specific encrypted fields that are to be indexed. 

D. Encrypted fields can be indexed only from a database replica residing on the administration server as specified on
the Advanced tab of the database ACL. Donna had indexed the database on the application server. 

Correct Answer: A 
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